Board of Veterans’ Appeals – Decisions

Board Appeals Decisions
(through 21 February 2021)

**FY 2021**
- **37,116** Decisions Signed

**FY 2020**
- **38,639** Decisions Signed

**Goal**
- **34,976** Goal
- **33,256** Goal

**Decision Goal**
- The Board's goal for FY 2021 is 93,600 – 2,100 more decisions for Veterans than prior year.

**Signed**
- The Board has signed 37,116 decisions through 21 February 2021; a 1,523 decision decrease compared to same week last year. 38.4% into the year, and the Board has achieved 106% of its FYTD goal of signed decisions.
*Data is through February 21, 2020. Through this date the Board has 37,116 decisions signed.
Decision Goal Status
(Through Week 20 Update)

Goal: 34,976
Actual: 37,166

Annual Goal
93,600